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1. HI\;TRoDuCTI~N
This paper considers a class of monopoly pricing problems involving
what a businessman might call a product line, a quality-differentiated
spectrum of goods of the same generic type. While the goods are similar,
they are not perfect substitutes because all customers do not place the
valuations on all attributes of the goods. The seller knows the ge
distribution of tastes and demands in the market, but cannot dist~~g~isb
among buyers prior to an actual sale and cannot prevent resale in other
markets. Therefore, the monopolist cannot engage in the usual sort of price
d~scr~rni~at~on. Instead, the goods are offered in an impersonal market on a
take-it-or-leave-it basis and the seller exploits the possibilities for a pricing
policy (a price-quality schedule) to allocate customers along the quality
spectrum by a process of self-selection. The optimal policy ““smokes ~ut’~
consumer preferences, separates markets, and assigns different customer
types to different varieties of goods, thereby permitting partial discrimination
among consumers of varying intensities of demand.
Assuming that buyers purchase one unit of the good and that there are
constant costs of producing a given variety and increasing marginal costs of
higher quality items, it is established that the monopolist almost always
reduces the quality sold to any customer compared with what would be
purchased under competition. Generally speaking this is done by increasing
the slope of the price-quality gradient offered relative to marginal cost.
Furthermore, the monopolist frequently prices customers with the least
intensities of demand out of the market, while at the same time selling
broader range of qualities than would be offered in competitively organize
markets, Finally, demand conditions may be such that it does not pay the
seller to separate all markets completely, but rather to bunch. customers of
diEererat tastes onto the same product. This maneuver is a~c~rn~~is~ed by
imparting corners in the price-quality
schedule, so that customers with
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somewhat different marginal valuations of quality find it in their interest to
purchase the same quality item.
When goods are related along a quality or similar dimension, it is intuitively
clear that monopoly pricing rules should serve a self-selection role of discriminating among consumers and separating markets. Yet, the point is hard
to pin down with existing theory of discriminating
monopoly because
conventional demand functions do not conveniently characterize substitutions
along the product line when there are a large number of closely related goods.
We handle this issue by analyzing underlying utility functions, on the hypothesis that differentiated products can be compared by decomposing them
into more fundamental measurable attributes (see [7]). In fact, the problem
bears some resemblance to spatial equilibrium models (e.g. [4]), and also
to some normative questions in the theory of optimal taxation [5, 81. Appeal
to that literature suggests considerable technical difficulties with extremely
general models. Befitting a new way of looking at an old problem, our
strategy is to employ as many simplifying assumptions as necessary to make
the problem manageable and to reveal its fundamental structure.
The basic ingredients of the analysis are discussed in the next section.
A useful example illustrating the logic of the monopoly solution is presented
in Section 3. The formal solution and properties of the monopolist’s profit
maximization
problem are developed and illustrated in Sections 4 and 5.
Implications of the present analysis for recent discussions of product durability and market organization, and some possible extensions, are considered
in the concluding section.

2. DEMAND

AND COST CONDITIONS

Consider the market for a commodity which can be produced in a number
of different varieties. Let 4 represent the underlying hedonic attributes that
characterize a particular variety. Referred to as “product quality,” 4 is
restricted to one dimension, with larger values of 4 indicating higher quality
varieties. All varieties are sold on an impersonal market and the same price is
charged to all buyers of a given quality. Market equilibrium is described by a
set of prices, one for each quality, P(q); the number of each 4 transacted,
N(q); and the observed “breadth” of the product line, [g, q]. All buyers are
offered the same price-quality schedule and different varieties are produced
to cater to different types of customers.
The unit cost for any particular quality, C(q), is assumed to be constant,
independent of the number of units of that or any other variety. This assumption is useful because it permits the analysis to focus clearly on the role of
demand conditions and subsitution among product varieties from selfselection, without complications arising from interactions among the costs of
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producing different varieties. l Unit and marginal cost are assume
increasing functions of quality, C’(q) > 0, C”(q) > 0 for a?1feasible qualities
4 3 0.
Each consumer has a utility function U(X, 4; 0), where x is a composite
commodity other than the generic type in question and 0 indexes customer
types. Consumers choose their optimal variety by maximizing utility subject
to the budget constraint, P(q) + x ,( y, where y is income, and y and P(q) are
measured in terms of x. As pointed out above, some representation of taste
differences among consumers is essential for the main questions to be
analyzed. Assuming that each consumer spends a small fraction of total
expenditure on the type of goods in question and ignoring income elects,
U may be approximated by2

where 0 > 0 is a parameter that measures intensity of a consumer’s taste for
quality. Consumers’ valuations of quality vary in proportion to 0, so that
the preferences of the set of potential consumers are described by the distribution of 8; a density f(9) dB defined on the interval [j, @.
Given this specification of technology and preferences, the competitive
solution is easily described. Competition and free entry require that profits
must be zero for all 4: Hence, P(g) = C(q). Given this price-quality schednle,
each consumer is self-assigned to the quality that maximizes utility, requiring,
for consumers who purchase positive qualities, the first-order condition

P’(q) = 8.
Let q(6) denote the quality purchased by a consumer of type 8. Then
q(0) = c’(e)

= J(O)

is the assignment of customer type to product type in the competitive market.
All consumers buy the good if C’(0) < fl and the product line extends from

g = J(e) to ij = J(g). If C’(0) > e, only consumers for whom @> C’(0)
purchase the good, and the product line extends from 4 = 0 to ?j = J(g). The
density of varieties actually sold is given by N(q) dq =f[C’(q)]C”(q)
dq.
1 This assumption rules out indivisibihties or cost savings from large production runs
or from piling up productionat isolated nodes along the quality spectrum. These phenomena
lead to monopolistic competition in which not all possibEe goods are produced, and need
to be analyzed in a rather different manner (see ]3]).
? The specification of the utility function could be generalized to U = x + 0 . /l(q),
with h’ > 0 and h” < 0. This generalization simply involves a redefinition of the units
in which ““quality” is measured. The example in Section 3 suggests that the alternative
route of specifying a more general utility function with different margjnai valuations
induced by a distribution of income would lead to simi!ar conclusions.
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3. AN EXAMPLE

Many of the essential features of both the competitive and monopolistic
solutions can be illustrated with a simple example. Figure 1 translates the
origin of a standard indifference map to show trade-offs between quality
and expenditures on quality (measured in the negative direction) and consumer surplus, z (measured in the positive direction). The curve C(q) shows
the schedule of prices that must be paid in the competitive market to purchase
alternative qualities. Consumers of type @ maximize utility at point A, where
C’(ql) = P, purchasing quality ql, paying price p1 = C(ql) and enjoying
consumer suplus of z1 = O1ql - pl. Similarly, consumers of type O2maximize
utility at point B where q = q2, C’(q2) = P, p2 = C(qz) and z2 = 02q2 - p2.
It is useful to consider how a perfectly discriminating monopolist would
behave with regard to these two types of consumers. A perfectly discriminating
monopolist does not sell in an impersonal market and can charge different
prices to different consumers, even for the same quality item, in order to
extract all potential consumer surplus. In the present case each consumer
would be sold the same quality as would be purchased under competition, but
at a much higher price: Consumers of type O1would be offered the quality q1
at a price just under B1ql (point D in Fig. l), and consumers of type O2would
be offered the quality q2 at a price just under e2q2 (point E in Fig. 1).
Now, suppose that an impersonal monopolist offers all consumers the
price-quality
combinations corresponding to points D and E in Fig. 1.
Consumers of type O1still choose point D, but consumers of type U2are not
satisfied with the point E. They, too, choose D (a choice not available to
them if perfect discrimination is feasible) because their utility is larger at D
than at E, and the two markets are not separated. The offer of point D to O1
consumers interferes with the monopolist’s ability to charge higher prices
to O2 consumers, who, because of their higher taste for quality, have more
potentially extractable consumer surplus.3
Stacking both types of consumers at D is not optimal for an impersonal
monopolist. Given that point D continues to be offered, markets can be separated and the monopolist can increase profit by reducing price for quality q2
sufficiently to induce consumers of type O2to buy it. Thus, points D ‘and F
could be offered, instead of D and E, where at F, P(q2) is slightly below
@q’ + 02(q2 - ql). Then O2 customers choose F rather than D. However,
there is nothing to compel the monopolist to offer point D and it is not
optimal to do so. If the quality of the low quality variety is reduced by 4q and
its price is reduced by @dq, consumers of type O1are content to buy this new
3A geometry similar to that of Fig. 1 has been employed by Wilson (1975) in studying
adverse selection in insurance markets. That work has been helpful to us in uncovering
the structure of the present problem.
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Competitive and monopoly allocations to two consumer types.

lower quality item and markets are still separated. Since C’(ql) = (9 at D, this
shift of 81 customers results in a profit reduction which is “second-order of
smalls.” But by reducing the quality sold to fP, the monopolist can increase the
price charged for q” by an amount (19~- S1)Aq, without inducing consumers of
type 19 to shift to the low quality variety. The gain in profit from sales of q2 at
the higher price is “first-order of smalls.” Hence, it always pays the monopolit
to reduce quality sold to low 0 consumers in order to be able to charge higher
prices to high 0 consumers. The extent to which it pays depends on the relative
numbers of consumers of each type. If 8l consumers are relatively numerous,
the reduction jn quality is small, and, conversely, if gi consumers are not
very numerous, it may not pay to serve them at all. In either case the quality
consumed by BI consumers must fall, compared with the competitive outcome.4
4 If there are two types of consumers, O1 and 8”, with quality ya sold to @I consumers
and quality @ soid to %2consumers, then the monopolist’s price quality offers must satisfy
pa = Pqa and p” = p a+ P . (qb- qa).Total profits are n1 . (@a - e(@)) + 11~. (BP@ (On - %I)@ - C(q*)),where n1 and 72%are the numbers of type 1 and type 2 consumers.
Provided that qa> 0, the necessary conditions for a maximum are n1 . is1 - C’(q”)f ~72. (92 - .5l) = 0 and $ . [Sz - C’(qb)]= 0. The second condition implies that qb =
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Though the above example is simplified to an extreme, its logic applies
in general. Serving customers who place smaller valuations on quality creates
negative externalities for the monopolist that limit possibilities for capturing
consumer surplus from those who do value quality highly. In the nature of the
case, these external effects all go in an “upstream” direction. The monopolist
internalizes them by inducing less enthusiastic consumers to buy lower
quality items, opening the possibility of charging higher prices to more
adamant buyers of high quality units. Thus, the impersonal monopolist
achieves some, but imperfect, discrimination
by taking advantage of the
natural tendency of consumers to sort themselves out along the quality
spectrum.

4. THE MONOPOLY

SOLUTION

The example of Section 3 is difficult to generalize when there are more than
a few types of consumers. It is better to go to the limit and adopt the fiction
that there are an indefinite number of consumers with taste parameters
distributed in accord with a continuous density functionf(0) d0 in the range
[@, e]. Under competition, each consumer purchases the variety J(6) for
which the marginal cost, C’(J(O)), is equal to the consumer’s incremental
demand price, 8. The problem for the monopolist is to find an assignment of
qualities, q(O), and associated prices, p(O), which maximize profit subject to
the constraints implied by consumer behavior.5 The choice of p(O), of course,
implies the price-quality schedule P(q).
Consider the constraints in more detail: First, it is apparent from Fig. 1
that q(0) must be a nondecreasing function of 8. In choosing between two
qualities, q” and qb < q”, a consumer of type 6’ chooses qb only if P(qa) P(qb) > B(q” - 4”). The larger is 0, the greater the reduction in price required
for a consumer to choose the lower quality. Hence, it is impossible to induce a
consumer of type Oi to purchase a lower quality item than would be purchased
by a consumer of type 0j < Bi. From this constraint and from the fact that
the monopolist can make positive profits from serving at least the high-0
consumers, it follows that the monopolist serves all consumers in some interval [8*, 01, where e < O* < 8.
J(P); whereas the first condition implies that qQ < J(P). Therefore, in contrast to the usual
discriminating monopoly problem (e.g., the loss leader problem of Allen [l] or Edgeworth’s
taxation paradox discussed by Hotelling [2] in which cross elasticities of demand enter
into the marginal conditions for the determination of both prices, this problem has a
natural recursive structure: Interference runs from low- to high-0 consumers.
5p(B) indicates price as a function of 0, while P(q) indicates price as a function of q.
Derivatives taken with respect to 8 are indicated with a “dot” superscript, while derivatives
with respect to q are indicated with a “prime” superscript.
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Second, given the quality allocation or assignment function s(O), (2) implies
that the price function p(8) must satisfy

p(o) = e . q(6)To establish this fact it is useful to define

z(Oj = i9. q(0) -p(e)

c3

as tbe c5nsumer surplus accruing to a consumer of type 19.Consumer surplus
must be nonnegative, since consumers have the option of not buying the
good. Differentiating (5) and substituting (2) yields

Integrating

(6),

z(e) = z(B”) $ I0 q(s)ds.
e*

(7)

However, it is obvious that at the “extensive” margin, 9*, it is always optimal
for the monopolist to make the marginal customer indifferent between
buying and not buying. Clearly at this margin (which may possibly occur at
t9” = fl), z(e*) = 0, and (5) and (7) together imply (4).
Constraint (4) indicates precisely how servicing customers with small
values of 6 affects the monopolist’s profitability of selling to customers with
larger values of 19.Customers of type Bi are assigned a quality q(P) and would
be willing to pay as much as @q(P)for it. However, given tbe assignments
to consumers with smaller values of 8, (7) shows that consumer surplus of
type 8i cannot be reduced below f$ q(s)& because of the market availability
of lower quaiity goods. Therefore, the maximum price that the seller can
actually charge to 19, given the lower qualities offered on the market, is only
Biq(8i)- z(P) =p(P). A price higher than that would induce type 9i to
buy a iower quality good.
The extent of upstream interference from servicing consumer type B is
seen by calculating the effect on revenue of selling an additional increment of
quality in a small neighborhood of some 8. There aref(Qj customers in this
neighborhood and their incremental reservation price is 6. Hence revenue
increases by Of(e). However, (4) and (7j show that the price that can be
charged to each and every customer with a larger valne of 0 falls by the
increment sold to type 0. There are 1 - F(6) higher taste customers, where
F(O) = JIf(s> ds. Therefore, the gain in revenue from the whole operation is
Of@) - (1 - F(t?)j z MR(B) .f(e), where
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is the marginal revenue associated with an increment of quality sold to
consumers of type 0. We assume that AIR(B) is a well-defined smooth and
differentiable function throughout [fi, e], i.e.,f(@ is a continuous and differentiable function over the interval with a positive density of consumers everywhere.
It is apparent from (8) that the marginal revenue associated with quality
increments sold to consumers of type 8 is less than incremental demand price,
B, for all values of 8 except 0 = 0. This divergence is similar to the difference
between price and marginal revenue in the standard monopoly problem and
in fact is the key to the result that our monopolist restricts quality, analogous
to the restriction of quantity that occurs in the standard case.
Indeed, it might be thought intuitively that equating marginal revenue at 0
(Eq. 8) with marginal cost there, C’(q(B)), must characterize the monopoly
solution, for all values of 0. In fact this is only partially correct, and the solution is rather more complicated: Such an assignment need not obey the
constraint imposed by consumer behavior that g(0) >, 0, because MR(@
need not be a monotonically
increasing function of 8. Since MR’(0) =
2 + (1 - F(6)) .f’(@/f(8)2, it follows that MR(B) will be a decreasing
function of 19in any range wheref’(B) is strongly negative. In such a range
the monopolist cannot equate marginal revenue and marginal cost. Nor can
he exclude the consumers in such a range, unless he also excludes all consumers with lower B’s, an action that may be unprofitable. In this situation,
it is shown below that the optimal policy is to assign the same quality to a
bunch of consumers in an interior subinterval of [8*, 01, and to equate
marginal cost and marginal revenue elsewhere. The need to deal with this
possibility accounts for much of the complexity of the following analysis.
The monopolist seeks to maximize profit

by choice of a nondecreasing assignment function q(8), subject to constraint
(7) and z(e*) = 0. It is assumed that q(0) is piecewise differentiable. If an
assignment q(0) is optimal then there cannot be any admissible deformation
of q(B) that increases profit. A deformation h(B) is admissible if q(8) + h(8)
is piecewise differentiable and nondecreasing in 0. Clearly, if h(B) is admissible
then so is 01. h(B), 0 < 01< 1, and q(8) maximizes 17 only if I7(q + OL. h) 17(q) < 0 for all admissible h(B). Dividing by 01 and taking the limit as OL
approaches 0, gives the requirement that
A(k; q) = I” [B . k(B) - se k@ ds - C’(q(0))
e
s

. k(0)] *f(0) d0 < 0

(9)
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for all admissible /z(O). The problem is to use (9) to determine economically
meaningful constraints on q(6).
consider the deformation ~(0; t; 0) that increases the quality allocated to
consumers of type B 3 t by a constant increment LI, while ieaving the quahty
allocated to consumers of type 0 < t unchanged. Substituting into (9): the
effect on profit is given by A(u; 4) = d . *u(t), where

measures the effect on the monopolist’s profits of a unit increase in quality
for all consumers of type 6 3 t. Evidently ~(0) = 0. Differentiate p(f) with
respect to t and substitute (8):
P(t) = [MC(t) - Ml?(t)]
where
quality
above.
valent

-f(t),

(11)

MC(t) = C’&(t)) is the marginal cost of producing an increment of
for consumers of type t and Ml?(t) is the marginal revenue defined
Equation (11) and the boundary condition ~(0) =
expression for p(t), namely,

p(t) = 1” [&m(e) - MC(~)] *f(O) de.
t

(12)

Thus, the effect on the monopolist’s profits of a unit increase in q(6) for
% 3 t, is the sum of the difference between the marginal revenue and the
marginal. cost of an increment assigned to all consumers for whom 0 3 t,
weighted by their density in the market. Since o is admissible, it follows that
the monopolist’s optimal quality allocation function q(O) must be consistent
with the condition
for all 8.

(13)

With slight modification,
the argument that proves that optimal ~(0)
cannot be positive can be used to show that ~(0) cannot be negative, except
at values of 0 where g(O) = 0. Specifically, if p(t) is negative at some t, it
appears that the monopolist can reduce costs by more than revenue by
reducing q(O) by an amount A for all 0 > t, thereby implying that q(8) was
not optimal. However, such a deformation would violate the restriction that
q(8) must be nondecreasing in 8, in the neighborhood of 19= t. The constraint
is satisfied by extending the deformation to some consumers with 8 < t.
Specifically, define S(t, 0) as the set of consumers for whom q(B) < I
- A,
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of q(8) at

= --d
= q(t+)
zzz0

- d - q(O)

t. Consider

the deformation

for 0 > t,
for ~9in S(t, A),
for all other 0.

(14)

q(8) + ~(6; t, 0) is nondecreasing in 8; specifically, for 8 in S(t, A), q(8) +
~(0; t, 0) = q(t+) - d. If t&t) > 0, then S(t, 0) is an interval of (approximate) length A/p(t). Therefore,

Since ~(0; t, A) is admissible, (9) implies that -p(t) must be GO at all t
where c&t) > 0. This and (13) imply that the optimal quality allocation
function must be consistent with the condition

P.(@= 0

whenever Q(6) > 0.

(15)

Further, if q(8) has a discontinuity (jump) at 0 = t, S(t, 0) consists of at
most one value of 8, namely t, for small enough values of A. It follows that
~(0) must also be zero at any 9 where q(8) is discontinuous.
This latter fact assists in establishing that jumps in q(B) are not optimal.
Suppose a jump occurs at Bj. Let 4((P) denote the limit of q(B) as 0 approaches
Bj from above and let g(@) denote the limit of q(0) as 19approaches Oj from
below. Then at least one of two conditions must hold at 6j: Either MR(@) <
C’@(B)) or M.R(@) > C’(Q(@). However, either condition implies ~(0) > 0
for some 8, which contradicts (13). To show this, note that

= SgB’[Mlqs)

- MC(s)]f(s)

ds + I8 [Am(s) - MC(s)]f(s)
e*

z.z

-

ds,

@ [Miqs)

MC(s)Jf(s)

ds

(16)

f e

where the second equality follows from (12) and from the fact that ,u(P) must
be 0. Suppose MR(&) < c’@(B)). Then, since MR(8) is continuous and q(0)
is nondecreasing, there must be some interval of B just above l?j where
MR(6) < MC(o). It follows from (16) that ~(0) is positive for 19in this
interval, contradicting (13). If MR(@) < C’(q(@)), the same logic leads to
the conclusion that there must be some interval just below l3j where M&!(B) >
MC(B). For any 0 in this interval (16) shows that ~(6) is positive, again
contradicting (13).
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The economic rationale for the conclusion that jumps in q(8) are not
optimal is that the monopohst would not be making full use of his power to
discriminate among different types of buyers. Jumps in q(6) imply corresponding “holes” in the spectrum of varieties offered. However, if there is a
positive density of customers everywhere on [e, I?], such holes would represent
an extreme and suboptimal market separation. Thus under the smoothness
and continuity assumptions employed here, the spectrum of varieties
appearing in the market is dense and continuous under both forms of
market organization6 Since the monopolist achieves the optimal assignment
by pursuing a corresponding price-quality
schedule P(q), the absence of
jumps in q(0) rules out “flats” in the optimal price-quality schedule P(g).
Since q(@) is nondecreasing and does not jump, it must be characterized by
connected segments of two fundamental types: segments where p > 0 and
segments where 4 = 0:
(i> In intervals where 4 > 0, (15) applies and ~(0) = 0. Therefore
fi(t9) = 0 and (11) requires that the optimal assignment equates the marginal
cost and marginal revenue of increments of quality. Therefore s(0) = G(B)
in these intervals, where G(8) is defined by
C’(G(@) = MR(@.

(17)

(ii) There may be intervals [CP, @‘I where Q(6) = 0 and ~(0) -=c0.
ese intervals correspond to bunches of customers who are sold the same
quality 4’. There are two possible subcases. First, if 4” = 0, then since q(8) is
nondecreasing, the bunch must be [e, B*] and all customers for whom
19< 0” do not buy the good. The conditions of consumer behavior require
P’(0) = 6*. Furthermore, since 8* must occur at the lower limit of an interval
where g(6) > 0, the boundary condition for the extensive margin is G(P) =
p(S*) = 0. Second, there may also be a bunch where q’ > 0. If it is interior,
that is; if (9 > @ and 00 < 0 then its boundaries
e determined by the
requirement that ~(6’~) = ,u(@) = 0 because its n
boring intervals have
#(a) > 0. However, it is possible that 8“ = fl and
0, with 4” = G(P).
Still p(b) = p(@‘) = 0, for if ~((9) < 8, qT could be reduced and profit
increased. Further, q’ cannot exceed G(g), for if it did there would be
in the neighborhood of e for which q(8) > G(6). It follows from (12)
boundary condition FL(@)= ,u(eU) = 0 that ~(0) in such a neighborhood
would be positive, violating optimality condition (13). Finally, it is required
that 8” < 0, implying that the monopolist
always differentiates among
customers who have the largest valuations of quahty. To prove this fast
6 Of course if f (0) is not dense everywhere on the interior then there would be gaps in the
spectrum observed in the competitive market. It is interesting to note that it may be worthwhile for the monopolist to fill in some of these holes and possibly eliminate the-m, as
part of the general policy to reduce product quality.
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assertion, suppose 80 = e and q’ < G(8). Then for 8 in the neighborhood of
< km(B), and (12) implies that ~(0) > 0, contradicting (13). On
the other hand, if 8” = 0 and qT 3 G(g), then l3” must be fl since there exists
no 8 < I!?for which G(0) = G(o). Further, since C’(q?) 3 MR(@ > AIR(B)
for 0 < 0, it follows from (12) that p(_B) < 0, implying that the monopolist
could increase his profits by reducing the quality he sells to all consumers.
These conditions imply that the monopolist assigns a lower quality item
to all consumers who purchase a good under competition, except to those for
whom 6’ = 0 where the assignment equating marginal cost and marginal
revenue is the same as that which equates marginal costs and the incremental
demand price. For proof, note that in intervals where 4 > 0, the monopolist
assigns q(0) = G(0), where C’(G(@) = MR(0); whereas the competitive
assignment J(0) satisfies C’(.7(0)) = 0 > MR(B), except at # where MR(@ =
8 = J(g). In intervals where Q = 0 and qT > 0 the boundary conditions
discussed above imply that q(8) = qT = q(@) < G(B”) < J(@) < J(0) for
0” < 0 < P. Finally, it is clear from these results that consumers who are
not served under competition are not served by the monopolist either.
s, cyq’)

5. MONOPOLY

SOLUTION:

EXAMPLES

Two examples illustrate and clarify the nature of the optimal policy
described in Section 4.
Let C(q) be quadratic, C’(q) = a + bq, with a > 0 and b > 0, and suppose
thatf(0) is uniform over [fl, 81, with 0 > a. MR(0) is computed from (8) as
MR(B) = 28 - 0, and from (17) G(B) = [20 - (0 + a)]/b, an increasing
(linear) function of 0. However, G(0) is defined only at B’s where MR(0) > a;
i.e., for B 3 @*, with B* = (@ + a)/2. Letting q”(0) denote the monopolist’s
optimal assignment, then

qm(e)= 0
qw9 = G(e)

e < e*,
for e > e*.
for

In this case g(0) = 0 for B < 8*, and p(e) > 0 elsewhere.
Since the conditions of consumer equilibrium require that dP”/dq = 8,
it follows that dP*/dq = (b/2)q + (0 + a)/2. In contrast, in the competitive
solution, the price gradient is given by dPc/dq = a + bq, and the quality
allocation implied by it is J(0) = (0 - a)/b for 0 > a and q”(8) = 0 for
0 < a. Clearly J(B) = qm(8) = (e - a)/b so that 8 customers buy the same
good in either case. Also, q”(B) - J(e) = (8 - 8)/b < 0 and dP”/dq 3
dP”/dq, for 8* < 0 < 8. The monopolist increases the price-quality gradient
everywhere except at q(0) and induces all customers for whom 0 < # and
who would be served under competition to purchase smaller qualities. Some
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individuals who would buy an item under marginal cost pricing may not buy
in the monopolistic
market. For example, if a = @= 0 the monopolist
serves only those for whom 5 > 812, i.e., one-half of potential consumers,
whereas the competitive market would serve all of them.
This example is well behaved because G(%) is monotonicafiy increasing
over its domain In general G(B) is increasing in 8 so long as MI?(%) increases
in 8. owever, the distribution of consumers may be such that MR(%) is not
iucreasing everywhere. This is an interesting case to analyze because it is
the most striking illustration of the negative externalities that must be
internalized by the optimal policy.
In Fig. 2, it is still assumed as in the uniform example that there is a
unique %* at which G(B) = 0. However, G(B) is not monoto~ca~~y increasing
for % > %*; there is a wiggle in G(e). Now the monopolist cannot allocate ‘to
each consumer 8 > %* the precise quality that equates C’(q) to MR(6), and
satisfy 4 > 0. Instead some group of consumers must be bunched, and the
optimum assignment is
463 = 0
4*
= G(B)

e

FIG.

2. Monopoly

for 0 < !3”,
for %in [%%,B.L.1,
for 6 > %* and not in [eU, P].

e*

e”

av

allocation with a “bun&”

e

e

of consumers.
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As indicated in Fig. 2, q’, @, and Bv are chosen jointly
boundary conditions discussed above:

so as to satisfy the

G(8”) = q” = G(e9),

(18)

p(BU) - ,(ev) = J‘@[&m(B) - C’(qT)] *f(e) de = 0.
eu

Though the wiggle in G(6) provides a range of possible choices of qT (and
of corresponding 8” and tP) that satisfy (18) it is easily shown that the integral
in (19) is a decreasing function of qr. In fact it is positive for the lowest
value of qT consistent with (18) and negative for the highest value of q’
consistent with it, so that there is a unique choice of q’ (and OU and 19~)that
is consistent with both conditions. Outside this interval, and above 8*, the
optimal policy assigns customers the quality G(B) that equates C’(q) and
ikf.qe).

Whenever the monopolist sells the same positive quality qT to a bunch
of consumers [@, @‘I, condition (19) may be rewritten as

The expression on the left-hand side is the average marginal revenue associated with the sale of an increment of quality to each consumer in the bunch.
Hence, even though MI?(B) is not equal to C’(q’) for each consumer within
the bunch, the average of marginal revenues is equal to marginal cost for the
bunch as a whole. M.(B) is not equated to C’(qT) for each individual consumer because MR(B) does not fully reflect the extent to which the sale of an
increment of quality to a consumer in [@, @] interferes with the monopolist’s
ability to extract profit from consumers with more intense tastes: A change in
q(ei) for some Bi in [OU, Owlrequires the same change in q(e) over a mass of
customers in the interval and M&(B) must be adjusted to reflect that fact.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We may now summarize the comparison of monopoly and competitive
solutions. For this purpose, let a superscript “m” indicate a variable or
function in the monopoly solution and a superscript “c” indicate the same
variable or function in the competitive solution.
First, the highest 0 consumer buys the same quality in both types of market
organization:
qm(f?)= G(g) = J(8) = qc(@. For every other consumer
(except those who do not buy under competition) the monopolist sells a lower
quality than purchased under competition; q”(e) < qC(O)for all 8 < 8 for
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which J(O) > 0. Indeed, some low-0 consumers who buy under competition
may be priced out of the market by the monopolist. This situation is not
unusual and arises because these customers impose the largest negative
externalities on the monopolist’s power to extract consumer’s surplus from
others. The effects may be so large that the marginal revenue from servicing
low-0 consumers is negative.
Second, the loss of consumer surplus due to monopoly increases with B
and is greatest for type e customers who suffer no reduction in quahty. From
(7) and its boundary condition, consumer surplus is
z(O) = [@q(s) ds.
qm(s) < qC(s) for s < 8 for which @(s) > 0, so that P(0) < zC(B) for all 0
for which zC(B) > 0. Further, since dz/dO = q(8), it follows that d(zC-zn)/
d8 = q” - Lp > 0.
Third, for the set of consumers [0 *, 01 served by the monopolist, the
range of quality is always greater than the range of quality sold to these
consumers under competition.
Moreover,
unless the minimum feasible
quality is sold under competition, the monopolist will increase the total
quality range relative to competition, with the broadening occurring at the
low quality end. This occurs as part and parcel of the monopolists’ power
to use both prices and qualities to discriminate the most against customers
with more intense demands.
Fourth, for any quality @ > 0 sold both by the monopolist aud under
competition, the monopoly price is larger than the competitive price, and
the price differential increases with @. Since the competitive price is equal to
the unit cost of producing the given quality, C(@), the preceding statement
also characterizes the relationship between the monopoly price and unit cost.
The first part follows from the general loss in consumer surplus under
monopoly pricing and the second part from the fact that the reduction in
surplus increases with 0.
Fifth, in the ordinary theory of monopoly, it is shown that the monopolist
reduces quantity, relative to marginal cost pricing. In the present situation, it
is not true, in general, that the monopolist reduces the quantity of any given
quahty which is sold to consumers. The monopolist may sell some qualities
which do not even appear under competition. Further, if a bunching occurs
there is at least one quality which the monopolist sells to a finite mass of
consumers, something that does not happen under competition. How-ever,
there is a genera! sense in which the monopolist does reduce quantity.
Specifically, consider any quality qh sold under both monopoly and competition. Suppose that @(@) = qh and that Bi > @ is the smallest 0 for which
qm(eij = q’“. The number of units of quality qh or better sold under monopoIy-,
1 - -F(P) is smaller than the number, 1 - F(@), sold under competition.
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One interesting application of the present model is to the question of
depreciation rates for durable goods under alternative market organizations.
The leading result (Swan, 1970) that durability should be the same under
monopoly or competition is unquestionably correct, given the assumptions of
perfect capital markets and no transactions costs. All that matters to a
consumer under those circumstances is the cost of achieving a given level of
service flow. In our terminology, if T is the length of service life of a particular
variety, 4 may be defined as 4 = (1 - exp(rT))/r, where r is the rate of
interest common to all consumers. Therefore, all consumers will have the
same value of 8 and f? = #. Evidently only one quality will be sold under
both monopoly and competition and it will be the quality at which marginal
cost equals marginal value. As pointed out by Parks (1974), if traveling to the
stores takes time and the distance or the value of time varies among consumers,
or if capital markets are imperfect and rates of interest differ among them,
then the competitive and monopolistic outcomes are generally different. This
situation is the essence of our model. Different marketing or interest costs
provoke a distribution of attribute valuation comparable tof(8) that allows
the monopolist to engage in a form of price discrimination.
One possible extension of the model developed here is to treat the case
where individual consumers decide both on the quality of units they will
consume and on the quantity of such units. Intuition suggests that if quantity
and quality both enter the utility function, some of the strong conclusions
reached here may no longer hold because additional constraints arising out of
quantity-quality
substitution must be considered. Another possible extension
is to treat the case where quality has more than one dimension. If consumer
preferences are similarly ordered in all dimensions, virtually all of the present
results should continue to hold. If tastes follow different orders in different
dimensions, then covariances in valuations between attributes will be important. However, these same factors count in both the monopoly and competitive
outcomes, and there would appear to be little reason for altering the general
conclusion that the monopolist tends to-move consumers toward the origin.
More general assumptions about cost provide another possible area for
extensions of the present analysis. It seems plausible that there should be
production externalities associated with qualities that are close together,
though it is not clear precisely how to model them. Further, there could be
a fixed cost associated with the production of any quality. Then the quality
spectrum would collapse to a number of discrete points. However, the nonconvexities introduced by fixed costs create well-known difficulties for the
competitive solution that are beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless,
the constant cost assumption allows us to focus on how the monopolist
uses the price system itself to sort and stratify different types of customers
among differentiated products. Surely this feature would appear in the
decreasing cost case as well.
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